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taking them before a magistrate or filing a
formal charge against them. Proponents of
the bill solemnly pretend that this does not
constitute an arrest and that it therefore
need not be justified by a showing of probable cause as the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution requires.
Those who support this evasion of a vital
constitutional safeguard forget the ev!!s
which the Fourth Amendment and the rule
of prompt arraignment were designed to
prevent. Arbitrary arrest and detention by
the police is the first tool of tyranny. The
bitter experience of the American colonists
with general warrants and with qUixoti<>
seizures led them, when they established
their own government, to insist upon the
interposition of a judicial off:.cer between
policemen and citizens. TIle shocking revelations In the Wickersham Commission report of widespread third-degree practices in
police stations all over the country during
the early years of this century led to the
adoption In every jurisdiction of laws reqUiring that arrested persons be taken before
a magistrate without unnecessary delay.
These restraints on the pollee undoubtedly
make law enforcement more difficult than
If the police were allowed to act as they
pleased. But they are the price of liberty.
They mark the essential ~.istinction between
a frea society and a pollce state. It is not
necessary, or prudent, to forego fundamental rights to fight crime effectively.

COMMENT ON DEAN ACHESON'S
ADVICE ON VIETNAM
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, for those
who might have missed former Secretary of State Dean Acheson's interview
Sunday night on the Public Broadcast
Laboratory program over educational
television, today's Washington Post carries an excellent editorial commenting
upon Mr. Acheson's cogent advice with
regard to Vietnam.
His parting advice was that this country really has to see this thing through,
even though he held out little hope for
what so many dream of-a negotiated
settlement. More likely, said Mr. Acheson, the Communists will persist until
they determine that their efforts are
fruitless. Then they will quit, as in Berlin
and Greece. Nevertheless, Mr. Acheson
agrees tl1at should the enemy be willing
to negotiate, negotiate we must. And he
speaks out in favor of military efforts
scaled to the level of enemy operationsthus leaVing the door open for a mutual
deescalation or curtailment of hostilities
at some point.
~
Mr. President, one 'vho has been
through the international mill, as has
Dean Acheson, has considerable credentials for speaking out, even for prophesying to some degree, as he has done in
damping hopes for meaningful negotiation with the enemy in Vietnam. His
views are, indeed, worthy of much note
and his conclusion that we really have no
choice but to persist in order to convince
the Asian Communists that their efforts
are in vain should be considered by all.
I ask unanimous consent that the Washington Post editorial be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ADVICE

ON

VIETNAM

Dean Acheson's Sunday evening interview
on the Publlc Broadcast Laboratory program
was enriched by the wide knowledge of a
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public man who has held office and who has
been liberated from the Inhibitions that constrict pUblic men who hold office--or hope
to hold It again. IDs countrymen are indebted
to him for a world view that can only come
from statesmen who are young enough to
remember the past and old enough not to
seek an opportunity to repeat it.
It is to be hoped that both the defenders
of Administration pollcy in Vietnam and its
opponents will weigh carefully the former
Secretary of State's warnings about negotiation in Vietnam. Defenders and critics are
contributing clouds of rhetorical incense before an icon neither has examined carefully
enough. Mr. Acheson believes that "there Is
no possibility of negotiating our way out of
Vietnam." He thinks such an opportunity
does not exist. This is an observation that
lles in the area of prophecy, and it might be
mistaken. But there can be no mistake about
his warning that "negotiation as conceived
of by the Communists and as conceived of
by us" are different things. They regard negotiations, he warned, as a means by which they
can "disadvantage somebody in the course of
a war." They look upon them as a method of
separating allles or causing domestic trouble
at home.
He recalls that in his experience With Communists, negotiations "never preceded a settlement or got anywhere." He reminds his
countrymen that in Greece as in the Berlln
Blockade "they carried on operations nnt!!
they became unproductive and stopped." He
feels that in Vietnam the same thing w1ll
happen. "When the Communists feel that
this effort has not succeeded, they w1ll stop
the effort." He is firmly of the bellef that
"they don't want to negotiate." And he finds
that "fine" and hopes they stay that way.
Perhaps the former Secretary Is, as he
acknOWledges, taking counsel of his doubts
and fears. He agrees that we must negotiate
If they wish to do so, but he hopes they will
not. And the grim reallty Is that any remaining confidence in negotiations must be put
down to a triumph of hope over experience.
At the same time, the former Secretary of
State put forward an extremely interesting
suggestion that the application of military
force against North Vietnam be correlated
With their operations. The opportunity to
diminish the scale of the fighting may not
arise, unless they first curtail their operations. But if they do show signs of diminished
exertions, it is his suggestion that we show
by reciprocal curtailment of our effort that
there Is a way out. If there Is any indication
of a wish to "ease it off," we should correlate
our activity with It.
Equally useful is the Secretary's warning
against a repetition of the tactics used In
Korea when General MacArthur crossed the
38th parallel and Invaded the north. He cites
the push to the narrOw neck of Nortl~ Korea
as a "terrible disaster" and belleves it to be
"exactly what one ought not to do" in Vietnam.
The parting counsel of the former Secretary, as to Vietnam, is that "we really have
to see this thing through."
The will to do it can only be impaired by
having either the Government or the critics
conjure up illusory hopes of some pacific
alternative which is romantically desirable
but realistically unattainable.

SHARPENING THE KNIFE THAT
CUTS THE PUBLIC PIE
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, Mr.
William Gorham, Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, heads one of the most exciting
endeavors presently underway within
the Federal Government. He is, as the
Senate knows, responsible for the implementation of the planning-programing-budgeting system within the De-
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partment of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
Although somewhat impeded by its
fearsome title, the PPB system was conceived to bring a greater degree of
rationality to the most important decisions a government must -make;
namely, which of competing public
needs will be met by the immediate and
long-range allocation of limited public
resources. PPBS is itself limited both by
the shortage of adequately skilled analysts and by an incredible lack of simple statistical data which is essential to
the formation of rational choices between programs and policies. The limitations of PPBS and the institutional
framework within which it must operate
'are rather clearly drawn in a recent
article by Elizabeth Drew which I placed
in the RECORD some weeks ago.
Whatever its shortcomings, PPBS is
a commendable effort. Those men now
striVing to make it a useful instrument
for shaping public policy are performing
a vital public service and their observations about the progress being realized
warrant the attention of every public
official and citizen.
Recently, Secretary Gorham presented
an excellent paper in this vein to the
Seventh World Congress of the International Political Science Association in
Brussels. I ask unanimous consent that
Secretary Gorham's paper, entitled
"Sharpening the Knife That Cuts the
Public Pie," be printed in the RECORD at
the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit U
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, as Senators know, I have been concerned for
several months about the manner in
which various social programs of the
Federal Government are developed and
executed. Last February, I introduced S.
843, the Full Opportunity and Social Accounting Act, in order to bring greater
rationality to the process by which
choices between programs and policies
are made. That proposal was also introduced because I believe that all Americans and certainly members of the legislative as well as the executive branch of
our Government deserve and need to
know the facts, to the extent they are
ascertainable, about the social state of
our Nation and the relative costs and
contributions of competing policies for
improving our social health.
S. 843 has received considerable attention and widespread support. I am
hopefUl that it will be enacted because I
believe it will serve the ends envisioned
by the PPB system while simUltaneously
involving both the Congress and the
country in the difficult and demanding
process of shaping national goals and
developing suitable, realistic programs
for attaining them.
Of particular significance, I believe, is
that portion of Secretary Gorham's paper detailing the manner in which the
need for public programs of a specific
sort is perceived by decisionmakers in
both the legislative and executive
branches. One of the persistent problems
in perceiving public needs is the lack of
visibility many of our serious social problems have. My proposal, S. 843, is geared
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to give these unmet nlleds clear visibility
by means of an annual social report from'
the President which would be considered
in depth by a Joint Social Committee.
This institutional arrangement would
parallel the treatment given the annual
Economic report at the present time. It
would, I believe, greatly assist those efforts now underway, such as PPBS, which
are dedicated to highlighting unmet public needs and developing rational policies
for meeting them.
EXHIBIT

1

SHARPENING THE KNIFE THAT CUTS THE
PUBLIC PIE

(By William Gorham, Assistant Secretary
(Planning and Evaluation), U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
before the International Political Science
Association, Seventh World Congress, Brussels, Belgium, September 19, 1967)
I. INTRODUCTION

Only novelists can conceive of a society so
rich that Its aspirations for public goods and
services fall short of the resources that the
society is willing to devote to those aspirations. There are and probably always will be
more countries to protect or arm oneself
against, more shores to be spanned, vaccinations to be given, children to be educated,
rivers to be tamed, planets to be Visited, than
there are real resources In a nation which
can be devoted to all of these purposes.
Yet by one means or another choices are
made. In most countries the process of choice
among pUblic goods is a combination of the
rational and irrational, the political and the
economic, the deliberate and the accidental.
In the end there is a government budget. The
budget total reflects the decisions made
about how to allocate resources between
pUblic goods and private spending power. '
Within the bUdget total the amounts devoted to various types of programs reflect the
nation's decision among competing pUblic
gOOds.
Periodically
our
governmen~perhaps
most governments-expresses concern about
the adequacy of its methods for arriving at
"good" resource allocations and decides to reassess them. The United States has undertaken several major examinations of the
mechanism for bUdgeting in the Executive
Branch of the government. The most famous
of these have been the two Hoover Commissions. The most recent attempt to improve the resource allocation process goes
under the name of piannlng, programming,
and bUdgeting systems (PPBS), initiated by
President Johnson i!, October 1965. The principal features of the PPB system are a longterm (flve-year) plan, a method of linking
the plan to the annual budget and legislative
processes, and, most Importantly, an improved information and analytical basis for
the decisions embodied In the plan and the
bUdget.
This paper is principally about the application of the planning, programming and
budgeting system in the United States Government Department which has the largest
Federal responsibility for social welfare programs. I report to you today some of my
own reflections based on two years' developing and institutionalizing the planning, programming and budgeting system in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
The reader should be forewarned of several
limitations. First, the writer is a practitioner,
not a theoretician. I describe the practical
1 With a central government bUdget, which
is discussed throughout this paper, the
bUdget total reflects .ooclety's decision about
resources to be devoted to goods and services
provided by the central government as opposed to those prOVided by all other levels of
government as well as private sources.
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problems as I have encountered them, the
limitations and possibllities as I see them,
and leave to others the larger significance
and long-term implications of the' enterprise
described. Secondly, although the President's
directive provided the objective and the
marching orders for the planning, programming and budgeting system, the system (If
indeed we should yet aggrandize It with such
a pretentious Word) is stlIl very much under
development. We are in the early and I believe the steep part of our learning experience. The mold is being changed as I speak,
Thirdly, the paper emphasizes the role of
planning and analysiS in the budgetary decision process; it touches on the decislonmaking process itself only tangentially.
Finally, my experience is parochial. I wlIl
be talking about what I have observed in
the United States and w1ll hope that it has
some relevance to similar problems in other
countries. It is my Impression that many
countries are now consciously coming to
grips with the problem of improving budgetary allocations. The idea of planning is
not new; multi-year plans have been common In many countries especially in the
socialist world for a long time. But the idea
of making expl1cit the basis for budgetary
choice ane'. using analytical tools to help
mold the budget is new and my impression
is that we are all in about the same stage
of groping for good ways of doing it.
I am going to be talking mainly about
the process of allocating resources among
pUbl1c goods and services, but there is a
prior question: how does a nation identify
its public needs?
II. PERCEIVING NEEDS FOR PUBLIC PROGRAMS

Nations perceive their problems and needs
in many ways: by comparing their condition with that of other nations; by accepting the insights of charismatic leaders;
by reading the persuasive prose of socially
sensitive foreign observers such as Gunnar
Myrdal or domestic ones such as Michael
Harrington or even, on occasion, the staid
writings of scholars; by hearing politicians
speak of the sad state of things under the
incumbent and promise better days; by
more or less spontaneously observing some
changes for the worse, such as an increase
in air pollution; by enduring cataclysms,
such as epidemics or riots.
And yet we know that many needs go unrecognized that are important, but in some
sense invisible. A society can have needs
it doesn't know about; that is, things that
it would want or want more of if It were
better informed. Perhaps they should be
called perceivable needs.
Whether a pUbl1c need is visible or not
depends on many factors. One such factor
is the news-worthiness or potential drama
of that need. The need for space research is
dramatized and publicized by what is, or is
taken to be, the space race and by the excitement and danger of manned space exploration. The tabloids also remind us almost
dally of the problems of crime and sexual
misadventure. The society may need a lower
rate of infant mortality as much as it needs
better space spectacUlars and crime control,
but this need may not be perceived as a
pUblic problem simply because It gets no
pUbl1city.
A need may also be more easlly perceived
if it resUlts in immediate and simple pain
rather than long-run and complex difficulties. The problems posed for a nation by
shortcomings in its educational systems or
in its pure research may be underestimated
because they emerge slowly and gradually
and are exceedingly complex.
Another important factor is whether a.
given aspect of reality is conveniently subject to InvidiOUS international comparison. If
a nation's m1l1tary forces or olympic athletes
are not as good as those of nations of similar status this is usually perceived as a.
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public problem. If one nation has surpassed
another in the beautification of its cities
or the care of its children this Is less qUickly
noticed.
So far we have been talking mainly' about
needs for publ1c goods which presumably
benefit all or most of the popUlation. But
many important public goods initially benefit or seem to benefit only certain groups in
the popUlation. How do these groups convince the majority or an effective minority
that their need is worthly of public' attention and action?
Some group needs get attention because
they are voiced by organized associations,
whereas other groups have not developed
machinery for making their complaints pUbI1c. The few big firms that want to raise
tariffs can easily organize to state their case,
but the consumers who want lower prices
cannot so easily cooperate in their common
interest.
An important factor In determining the
extent to which certain types of group needs
are recognized is the degree of segregation
in a. society, whether that segregation be on
racial, income or social lines. The slum
dweller does not live next to the affiuent
suburbanite. He is, on the contrary, usually
crowded into places where no one else wants
to go and which the affiuent citizen can
often by-pass altogether by taking the
super~highway. The "invisible poor," as one
American writer has called them, do not
make speeches or write letters to the newspaper. The poorest of the poor do not even
write. The effect of all this is to obscure
from the view of the rest of society the real
needs of its most disadvantaged citizens.
Since some pUbl1c needs are more visible
than others, the government itself, can provide a more balanced and complete picture
of the nation's needs by collecting and publiciZing information on the "social" conditions of the nation. Governments have been
doing this for a long time, publishing statistics on infant mortality rates, the income
of the rich and the poor, crime statistics,
and so forth. Increasing attention is being
focused on this important function in our
government. We have begun a program of
research and thought about what we rather
loosely call "social indicators." By "social Indicators" we mean a comprehensive set of
measures (or if measures are unavailable at
least indications) of soelal change. It is our
hope that the patient collection, selection
and analysis of social and economic statistics can, when combined with the jUdgment
of sensitive and experienced observers of
different aspects of a nation's life, provide
reasonable if rough indications of the magnitude of socio-economic problems and the
extent to which there has been progress in
dealing with these problems.
In some areas it is practically and conceptually easy to provide appropriate indices
of status. One such area is that of the quality
of the air we breathe. We have begun to
measure systematically the degree and character of air pollution. These measurements
are in physical terms, and can be c~mblned
with medical and other scientific advice on
different degrees of pollution in the determination of societal needs. It is probably
also possible to make useful estimates of
the losses people sustain because of smog,
since the extent to Which home values are
affected by the density of smog is subject
to measurement.
In other areas such as health and education plenty of statistics are already being
collected but they are not always the right
ones for giving an impression of social
change and they are not always easy to interpret. In health we have plentiful statistics
on mortal1ty and morbidity but almost nothing which will tell us whether people are
significantly healthier than they used to
be. In education we know a. great deal about
the resources being used to teach children,
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but almost nothing about what Is accom- to try to change the program or substitute a
plished. Do children In fact learn more now new one and risk losing the support of some
than they used to? We think so, but we have of the parties to the original hard-won compromise. For example, after a generation of
no way to know.
Our work on social indicators has been bitter debate a substantial program of Fedunderway for about a year and has enlisted eral aid to elementary and secondary educathe support of some of our most distin- tion was passed In 1965. The Act focused aid
gUished social scientists. It is too soon to on low-Income children and Included those
report substantive findings. but I can In private schoois. It probably passed the
convey to you the guarded optimism of a Congress oniy because It attracted the supnumber of our government and academic port of three different constituencies: those
skeptics.
whose concern was for the poor, those who
If we succeed In putting together a good saw the Act as a first step toward wider Fedplctui'e of the nation's socia-economic health eral aid to education, and those who wanted
and the trends in that health the next ques- to establish a precedent for Federal aid to
tion will be how to give this picture the church schools.
Third, once a program Is in operation It
widest possible vislbllity. One posslblllty Is
the Issuance of a "social report." Such a tends to attract a vocal constituency of
report, which would contain both statistical beneficiaries. Attempts to reduce or eliminate
Information and qualltative assessments of a program bring loud cries of anguish. In the
soclo-economic problems. would serve as a 1967 bUdget proposals the present Adminlsperiodic inven tory of the social state of the tration called for a reduction In a program
nation.
which provides financial assistance to local
Right now we do not have a set of social school districts serving a large number of
indicators to prOVide a comprehensive shop- children of Federal employees on the grounds
ping list nor do we have a reasonably well- that a more generous program of aid to
artlcuiated set of soclai goals. We have na- elementary and secondary education had retional areas of concern. some consensus on cently been passed. School districts receiving
the seriousness of some situations, and con- benefits under the old program would get
tinUing support for certain kinds of activi- more under the new. So unpopular was the
ties. In spite of the Incompleteness of the Executive's recommendation to cut out the
documentation of public needs, It Is clear old program that not a single Congressman
that those that we do recognize far exceed the could be found to Introduce the Adminisresources available, and the planner If he Is tration's bill, although some privately adto be useful In budgetary formulation has to mitted the "rationality" of the Administraaddress the question of how best to allocate tion's recommendation.
Not only Is It hard to cut, but a modest
limited publlc resources among all these
amount of growth Is expected In most procompeting ends.
g~ams. At least during the. tenure of one AdIII. THE BUDGET IS THE THING
ministration political commitments to exThe budget is the main instrument pand the size of eXisting programs constrain
through which those who govern
country opportunities for major new programs or
express their priorities for governmental substantially altered allocations. All of this
action. It channels the real resources to meet leads to What Kermit Gordon. a former dispeclfled public needs. Annually in the rector of the Bureau of the BUdget, has deUnited States the Federal bUdget is de- scribed as the blight of Incrementalism In
veloped by the Executive Branch of the Gov- budget formulation: " ... the sum of money
ernment and sent to the Congress for ap- allotted to a program this year will tend to
proval. Congressional approval of the Execu- be based on what the program received last
tive bUdget Is by no means automatic even year. plus or minus a small amount deterwhen the same political party controls both mined by overall budgetary guidelines. a
the White House and tile Congress. The 'feel' for broad priorities, workload Indicators,
President's bUdget goes to Congress In Jan- productivity estimates, tactical judgments,
uary every year and Congress spends the and other such partial or shaky conslderanext six to nine months arguing, debating tions. 1t
and discussing almost every Item In it. Whlle
If there Is so little room for change one
the President's bUdget carries considerable might ask: Why bother? Why go through an
weight, it is always amended and revised by elaborate and difficult process of assessing
Congress, sometimes llghtly. sometimes dras- priorities and evaluating programs In order
tically. What emerges from this unique po- to come up with a budget Which will Inevitalltical system is an annual bUdget which bly look very much like the budget for the
reflects the priorities of the President as year before?
modlfled by the conflicting priorities of areas
The answer Is that things are not as bad
and interest groups which find their ex- as they seem. First, there are exceptional
pression In Congress.
years when the magnitude of discretion Is
The planning, programming and bUdget- relatively large because public desire for new
ing system is, at present, a tool for improv- or expanded social programs Is sufficiently
ing the capacity of the Executive Branch of strong to support signIficant Increases In the
the Government to plan and through plan- Federal bUdget. For example, during an elghtning to develop a bUdget which represents month period In 1965 the Administration
an effective use of national resources to meet proposed and the Congress adopted at least
perceived publlc needs.
30 major pieces of legislation establishing
In theory the Executive Branch could re- new programs or significantly expanding exexamine Its priorities every year and make Isting programs administered In whole or In
drastic alterations In the bUdget reflecting part by the Department of Health, Educachanges in perceived needs or effectiveness of tion, and Welfare. The programs which reprograms In meeting those needs. In fact, sulted from this activity, frenetic by the
however. each year's budget looks a great deal standards of most previous Congresses,
like the last year's.
touched every major segment of the populaThere are several reasons Why drastic tion: the young with education acts and a
changes In bUdget allocations are so rare. juvenlle delinquency program; the old with
First, those who proVide most of the Input to Medicare and the Older Americans Act; the
a budget are those who administer the pro- unemployed and the underemployed with exgrams and they tend to fight for those pro- panded vocational training and retraining
grams; as all good bureaucrats should.
programs; the poor with health and welfare
Second, In a country as basically anti- and anti-poverty programs; and the general
government as the United States, most gov- popUlation with air and water pollution conernmental programs come into existence only trol and health research.
after a hard fight on the part of the Execu1965 was an unusual year. we have not
tive to muster support from many different had such a year since. But if the Vietnam
interests. Once the fight has been won for a war should come to an end or we should be
particular program the Executive Is reluctant able substantially to reduce our commlt-
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ment there, very considerable resources
would suddenly become available which
could be devoted to public programs In the
domestic sphere.
A second reason Why rational bUdgeting
Is worth the effort Is that even little changes
add up over the years. Even if only 5 to 10
percent of the bUdget can be considered
"free money" available to be allocated to
highest priority programs, an administration
which does so allecate OVer a four to eight
year period can change the whole bUdget
very substantially.
Thirdly, priorities need not be expressed
only through adding new programs or cutting back on existing programs. It Is often
possible to re-orient and redirect eXisting
programs to a considerable extent. In particular, facillties and services can be located
In areas of highest need. The recent riots In
major cities have lead to an adminlstratlonwide re-examination of existing prograIns to
see whether more resources cannot be put
Into improving life in the central city ghetto.

rv.

PLANNING AND BUDGETARY DECISIONS

The word "planning" In the United States
often suggests a rather esoteric activity.
Planners are viewed as people who look down
the dimly-lit road of the future and make
predictions or projections of things to come.
They are not intimately concerned with the
decisions of today.
The U.S. Government has never had a
Planning Agency or "a plan." Some Individual agencies have had planning offices, but
most of them suffered one of two fates: either
they planned and nobody llstened (the plans
were not translated Into decisions) or they
did not plan (they worked on current problems Instead).
The major contribution of PPB Is that It
has made forward planning a reqUired activIty In all Federal agencies and, more Important, It has provided a mechanism for translating plans Into current budgets. PPB reflects a recognition that, to be more than just
an enjoyable exercise, planning must be
woven Into the fabric of the real concerns of
an agency-and nothing Is more palpable to
administrators than their bUdgets.
Briefly. the PPB procedure as applied In my
Department Involves:
1. Annual review and updating of a fiveyear plan In each major area of our responsibility (health, education. social services and
income maintenance).
2. Use of the first year of the plan as the
forthcoming year's budget.
3. WIdespread Involvement of administra_
tors of programs In the planning process.
The "five-year plan" Is ephemeral-always tentative, always subject to change and,
indeed, probably always changing in some
details or in some major ways. As new needs
are perceived, as new information or analysis
becomes available, as ideas mature and develop, plans will change. Preparations for the
annual bUdget reqUire the temporary hardenlng of a plan. The budget Is drawn off, tempered by a number of important political and
other factors and emerges as the President's
proposed budget. The plan is free to be altered, updated, and improved in anticipation
of the next budget year.
V. A PROGRAM PLAN STRUCTURE

The "program structure" is the framework
for the five-year plan. It is sufficiently broad
to encompass all existing .programs of an
Agency and Is organized in a way which
facllltates planning.
Government organizational units were not
organized for rational planning. My own De_
partment, admlnlsters over 150 programs, all
related In some way to the broad categories
of health. education, and welfare. Responslblllty for programs affecting the same broad
goal are lodged with several different agencies In the Department of Health. Education,
and Welfare and outside of It. For example,
consider the provision and financing of health
services to various groups of the population.
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Many health programs fall under the aegis of eliminating from commerce products which $26.5 billion, and the private sector $6.2 bilthe Public Health Service-one of the agen- have defects that are likely to affect the lion. In welfare, the Federal share was $35.3
cies of HEW-but several other agencies are health and of the oonsumer. Here we deal billion, State and local governments $9.0
responsible for delivery and financing of with items such as food, drugs, biologicals, billion, and private expenditures of $7.6 bilhealth services to specific groups in the popu- and cosmetics. These in tum are broken lion. Moreover, most of what we spend Is
lation. Maternal and child health programs down into problems of health, sanitation, channeled through State and local governare administered as part of the Children's and economics (cheating).·
ments. While the degree of Federal involveBureau programs. Funds are available from
The last major category is the Provision ment In the execution of pUblic programs
the Office of Education to provide health of Health Services. These are broken Into varies, it is typically minimal. A major exservices to economically disadvantaged school three groups:
ception is the social insurance system which
1. Dil'ect services. Where care is prOVided is entirely federally operated.
.children. Responsibility for the program of
health insurance and medical care for the by our Department, such as the Indian
The most comprehensive level of choice
can be thought of in several waysaged falls to the Social Security Administra- Health Program.
2. Financing services. Programs having as
(1) By major purpose or objective: health,
tIon (an agency normally concerned with income maintenance programs). Moreover, a primary objective provision of financial education, social services, etc.;
(2) Among various prospective beneficiary
agencies other than my own are In the act; assistance to Individuals to help pay the
the Veterans Administration oper.l\tes hospi- cost of health services. These programs in- groups in the Nation; the general population,
tals and nursing homes available to veterans clude direct payments to vendors or other poor people, urban dwellers vs. rural resiand their dependents: the Office of Economic financial support for health services for the dents, the aged, children, etc.;
Opportunity, our Federal anti-poverty agen- medically needy.
(3) Between programs with immediate
3. Health services support for special benefits vs. those with more long-term benecy, provides funds for health projects directgroups. These programs provide for increased fits. Some expenditures of present resources
ed at the poor of all ages.
Under these circumstances, the program health services for a population group with do not yield immediate benefits. They are
general
needs which are not being met instead investments in future benefits. Typistructure necessary to implement effective
planning must exhibit a healthy disregard through existing private channels. Programs cal health investments are measures aimed
for organizational lines. It must be fiexlble aid in establishing and operating centers to at increasing the future supply of doctors
enough to allow manipulation of information provide health services for these special by building more medical schools. Social sein several dimensions; by major purpose or groups. In this category are programs such curity payments to the aged or disabled, or
objective (health vs. welfare service vs. edu- as those for mothers and children and mi- increasing the availability of pUbllclycation); among various beneficiary groups grants and other groups where the Federal financed medical care are examples of imme(the old vs. the young; the poor vs. the gen- government makes grants to States or medi- diate benefits.
eral population; urban vs. rural); between cal institutions to assist in establishing and
One cannot hope for an overriding and
capital investments and consumption. Such operating needed services for a particular satisfying analytical basis for such "grand
a multidimensional approach facilitates un- popUlation.
choices:' The reason is that the objectives
Programs are identified and related to one to which all of these functions contribute are
derstanding the relationships of programs to
each other as well as their relationship to another In several dimensions. A special dis- so sweeping and general that they cannot be
overall purposes or objectives. Let me illus- ease coding permits us to link research ac- looked at under a single analytical tent. We
trate with the structure we have developed tivities to prevention and control programs. do not have, and, indeed, could hardly hope
Programs are also coded by target groups, for, an overall social welfare function against
for health.
The three major categories are the de- so that we may, for example, see all of the which we can measure, say, the relative convelopment of health resources, the preven- health programs addressed to poor children, tributions of programs in health vs. education and control of health problems, and regardless of whether they are financing, tion In increasing welfare. Perhaps as the
control, or special support programs.
the provision of health care.
work of Social Indicators becomes more adVI. HOW ANALYSIS HELPS
vanced we can expect from it some better
Within the development of health resources our programs are next analyzed into
Requiring a plan and using that plan in gUides for the relative priority which should
four categories: increasing bio-medical developing an annual bUdget, without ques- be placed on these broad categories of pubknowledge (including bio-enginecring and tion, tends to improve the quality of the licly-supported services.
behavioral science), Increasing the health bUdgetary decisions. The first round of planOn the other hand, for certain kinds of
manpower pool (physicians, nurses, dentists, ning under the new PPB system last year quite aggregate choices which cut across a
and allied professionals and technicians), engaged the attention of the top administra- number of different categories, there is some
providing facilities and eqUipment (hospi- tors of my Department. They focused on the promise. For example, if it were to become
tals, nursing homes, rehabilitation facUlties right sets of questions and addressed ex- national policy to elevate those classified as
and modernization), and Improving the or- plicitly the priority issues rather than letting poor to certain minimum income levels over
ganization and delivery of health services. them be decided implicitly. Moreover, vir- the next several years, Federal programs
This last category Includes the Department's tually everyone involved sharpened his un- could be evaluated in terms of their relative
new Research and Development Center for derstanding of the issues and became more effectiveness in raising the Income or income
the delivery of health services, Regional aware of the value of Information in reach- prospect of the poor. A best mix of programs
Medical Programs for organizing medical ing informed jUdgments.
to do the job at minimum cost is concepcenters, hospitals, and physicians, CommuBut more than a system has been sought tually possible. (As we will see later, such
nity Mental Health Centers Program to effect with the introduction of PPB. Beyond bring- analysis would be sorely hampered by lack
major changes in the nature and location ing into focus the fact of choice the system of information about the impact of VarlO\lS
of the treatment of mental diseases, and aspires to contribute to the sharpening of programs on income earning capacity.)
Comprehensive Health Planning, the support objectives. It invites the examination of exIn the last several years, a number of econof broad systematic planning by our States. Isting and new alternative programs aimed at omists have been attempting to estimate
The Prevention and Control of Health Pro- achieving these objectives and in this ex- the economic benefits associated with a vagrams has three major sub-categories:
amination it stresses the importance and riety of publicly-provided programs. It Is
1. Disease Prevention and Control which value of specific quantitative comparisons.
possible and interesting to estimate the ecocontains communicable disease control proHow much and the kind of contrll-ution nomic value of increasing health, Increasing
grams such as tUberCUlosis and syphills, and that analysis offers to decisionmakers varies education, increasing services. Health prodetection programs for catching cervical with the character of the choices In question. grams increase potential productive resources
cancer in Its early stages. The most detailed And here we come to the heart of this of apaUon by extending life, decreasing discategories are closely tied to the Interna- paper-the possibl1lties and limitations of ability, and reducing the requirement for
tional Classification of Diseases.
analysis in improving the quality of decislon- the use of medical resources. Similarly, edu2. Environmental Factors Affecting Health. making.
cation is qUite properly regarded on a plane
Programs with a main objective of eliminatThe role and the limitations of analysis with other investments which are associated
ing or reducing contaminants in the environ- can perhaps be best understood by illustra- with Increasing the gross national product
ment that pose a health hazard. These pro- tion. Let us review the kinds of allocations of a nation. But, though all such programs
grams focus on the contaminant and the made in a federal government agency like my have important economic benefits--and it is
environmental media rather than the spe- own. First a word about the size of our pro- interesting and sometimes useful to undercific impairment because the relationship grams. Our approprIations in 1967 were $12.5 stand these benefits--the economic value asbetween the health impairment and the billion in program funds and we oversaw sociated with investments in them is not
contaminant is not direct or too difficult to $25 billion in transfer payments. In most ac- their principal purpose. It would not make
evaluate. Subcategories are such items as tiVities, we are the junior partners--junior sense to choose among them in terms of
air pollution, chemical agents, radiation, and in authority and fiscal contribution-both their relative contribution to economic wellsolid wastes. Still further subdiVision breaks to State and local governments and to the being. While the economic component of
air pollution into sulfur oxide, carbon di- private sector. Last year, for example, in well-being can be desperately important, if
oxide, and other gases and partiCUlates. Radi- health we spent $5.7 billion; the State and there were no economic benefits whatever
ation hazards are diVided amongst radionu- local governments spent $5.2. This compares from health programs, for example, we would
elides, medical x-rays and industrial x-rays. with $32.1 billion of health expenditures in want them nonetheless. In short, simply
3. Factors Affecting Consumable Products.
the private sector. In education, our share because programs can be compared in terms
Programs with the primary objective of was $5.8 billion, State and local governments of some single benefit is not sufficient Just!-
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. fication for choosing among them on the
basis of that comparison.
Analysis cannot provide an all-encompassing social welfare function which would permit a decision-maker to understand the relative contribution at the margin of devoting
public resources to various purposes or
groups; but it is leading to the first useful
step--namely, determining what added resources devoted to each purpose buys. Now
decisions are made almost exclusively in
terms of level of effort. Insofar as the aggregate outputs can be determined, we place
the decision-maker in a better position to
make choices because he would have the trading terms-viz., If he opts for "X" years more
educational attainment he will not be able
to get "Y" years' Increase in life expectancy.
There are, unfortunately, a number of
practical obstacles to providing these trading
terms. For one thing. as we lack over-all
measures of felicity, we also are without usefUl comprehensive objectives and measures
In each of the major areas of public interest.
Rhetoric such as "excellent health care for
all," "an opportunity for all to get all the
education they can absorb and desire." or
"ending poverty" are noble sentiments but
not easily amenable to crisp quantitative
formulation. The development of such social
indica tors Is just begun.
Another obstacle stems from the plurality of providers of the services under discussion. Estimating the net marginal Impact
of one provider's (the Federal Government)
contribution is challenging. The difficulty is
that any change in the Federal share may
cccasion an increase or a decrease in the
share of the other providers of the servicethe States, municipalities or the private sector-a Federal program can result in marginal lmpact greater or less than the direct
effects of the resources immediately purchased. For example, a llmited Federal program to detect and treat cervical cancer may
persuade many women to have annual examinations at their own expense. and voluntary
organizations may coopera te by financing'
substantial screening programs of their own.
Indeed, many programs are designed with
this sort of leverage as a principal objective.
Conversely (and more diffiCUlt to trace), a
new Federal program to aid elementary
schools may allow local communities to defer
an increase in school financing they would
have otherwise undertaken. (And, who
knows, the funds thereby released might be
turned to other and more pressing needs of
the community-in education, in health. or
in other vital public services.)
These are not the only problems, but they
should persuade the reader that improvement in our ability to make better allocation
decisions among areas of pUblic service will
be harder than shaking apples from a tree.
At this point of the PPB's development. it
provides an orderly framework of incomplete
information. It requires inputs and outputs
and it has therefore set in motion a chain
of events that will lead to better information
and more useful and relevant analysis. When
it gets very good. the system will help in the
grand choices. not by offering a substitute
for value jUdgments and politically attuned
choices. but rather by providing a clearer
view of the lmpllcations of adding resources
to various public programs.
I t should be remembered that the grand
choices are not zero base choices. Real decisions are made at" the margin. No one ever
decides about health programs in toto or
education programs in toto. The questions
typically are, "should we add this pre-school
education program or that medical insurance
program for the indigent?" We found it convenient this year to address the across-program choices through a method of successive
pair choices. After providing certain reasonable (though hypothetical) funding constraints for each major area for the five-year
planning period and planning within those

constraints. the "best" individual programs
(those that meet what was considered the
most pressing need in each area) were compared with the worst in each of the other
areas and an opportunity was aVallable to
(pretty much subjectively) shift funds
across program lines." While not a substitute
for knowing the lmpact on "health" or
"education" from such shifts, this operation
did allow explicit consideration of alterna~
tives across program lines.
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(4) Vocational Education-grants to States

to support voca.tional high school and posthigh school programs to prepare students
for" employment and to motivate students
to stay in schOOl who mjght otherwise drop
out of academic or general curricula.

(5) Elementary and Secondary Assistance
for Educationally Deprived Children-All of

training designed for persons who are unable
to support themselves or their families.

these programs have multiple objectives but
their principal objective is increasing the
capacity of the individuals involved to support themselves. The programs were compared on the basis of their relative effectiveness in meeting this common objective. Except for the last of the programs, estimates
were made of the economic benefit to be expected from the program measured by the
increase in the expected future earnings of
the participants. Ideally the increase in expected future earnings would have been
based on the differential experience of carefully matched groups-one which went
through each program and another, with
similar characteristics, which did not. The
difference in their earnings after the program would be taken as the increase attributable to the program. Unfortunately. such
data were out of the question and in
every case very much Inferior information
was used to estimate program effectiveness.
There is in the work-experience program In
addition to the long-term benefit of increased
earnings potential during the training a
short-term benefit, namely. the economic
value of the output. In all cases the future increase in earnings attributable to the
programs were d:scounted to refiect the
"present value" of these benefits.
In the end with ballng wire and tape for
each of the programs a benefit/cost ratio was
calculated (Which was nothing more than the
discounted future earnings over the cost of
the program.- The benefit/cost ratio for the
programs ranged from barely over 1/1 to over
12/1, which is to say that for certaln of these
programs future monetary benefits equaled
costs and for others future monetary benefits could be expected which were twelva
times the cost of the program.
Before saying what we concluded fro111
this study, I wlll discuss the limitation,
which surround it and whIch in more Of
less severe form are present in most such
analyses. They are: (1) treating future costs
and benefits; (2) an extension of (l)-intergenerationai considerations; (3) multiple
objectives and incommensurables; and (4)
efficiency versus equity.
The future benefits of social programs accrue over a long period of time usually much
beyond the costs of the program. To compare
programs in which the benefits extend over
different periods It Is necessary to make these
different streams commensurable. This is
done by applying a discount to future benefits. There is no generally accepted discount
rate used to apply to such future benefit
streams. The lower the discount rate used the
more the future benefits are weighed; the
higher the discount rate the less the future
counts. The question is especial1y important
when alternative programs have substantially different patterns of benefits over time.
Intergenerational considerations. If future
benefits are discounted at some positive rate,
programs which have benefits that do not
emerge for many years such as most children's programs will tend to look relatively
unattrractlve. In the analysis just discussed,
the school program was originally Included
but it became quite clear that even if the
impact of that program on the future earn-

2 If -we had an ideal program allocation
within program areas there would be no best
and worst programs-all would promise equal
benefits at the margin. Of course such was
not the case and when one allows for differences In the redistributive aspects of programs-it never can be the case.

• It was not possible to make such an estimate for the fifth program, aid to children
who are deprived. It would take at least a
decade to obtain even preliminary indications of the lmpact of this program on the
earnings capacity of children now in elementary school.

Choices Within program areas

Within" areas such as health, education.
etc., the prospective contribution of systematic quantitative analysis is potentially much
greater. The "value" component of the decision is Inevitably smaller (though rarely absent I hasten to add) and the technical component is larger. When the objective is quite
narrow (the value jUdgment went into the
choice of the objective), analysis can be
enormously helpfUl in choosing among alternative approaches. For example. within a
broader health goal. a more limited objective
might be to decrease infant mortality. Infant
mortaUty is measurable and routinely reported and there is little conceptual difficulty
in evaluating alternative programs in terms
of their relative effectiveness in reducing the
rate of infant deaths. The preferred program
or programs would be those Which reduced
infant mortality to some specified level by
some gi ven time for minimum cost; or the
program which for some fixed level of resources minimized Infant mortality.
One of our first analyses laSt year sought
to determine What existing or new health
programs would be most effective In reducing the very high infant mortality rates
among some groups in our country. Estimating the cost and elIectiveness of alternative
modes of intervention was a Uttle more art
than science, but the estimates were quite
good enough to provide an adequate basis
for program choice.
The analytical task gets harder and the
results less conclusive as the objective becomes more comprehensive. For example, an
Important broad objective toward which
many health. education, and welfare programs contribute is to prOVide each worklngage citizen with a full opportunity to be selfsufficient. UnUke measuring the rate of infant mortality, however, we have no single
metric for "self- (or family-) sufficiency:'
Having an income above an arbitrarily defined "poverty line" is one measure of family
self-sufficiency. but it Is certainly not a fUlly
satisfactory measure.
Human Investment Analysis. In another of
the first analyses conducted in my Department to assist In formUlation of a five-year
plan, a number of existing programs aimed at
increasing self-sufficiency (generally defined
by income) among physically and "educationally" handicapped persons were studied
and compared.
Five programs were selected for analysis:
(1) Vocational Rehabilitation-grants to
States to assist them In setting up programs
designed to rehabilitate handicapped indiViduals.
(2) Adult Basic Education-a program for
individuals over eighteen whose inability to
read and write the English language constitutes an impairment of their ability to get
and retain a job commensurate with their
real ability.
(3) Work Experience and Training Program-a program of work experience and
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ings of the children involved was very substantial, a modest discounting of those benefits would' practically wipe out the benefit
becaus,e they occur so many years in the future. This fact raises the basic question, as
yet unresolved, of how or whether to compare programs aimed at different generations.
This is a specie of the genus: consumption
versus investment or' immediate' benefits
versus long-term. benefits.Multiple objectives and incommensurables.

All of the programs considered in the study
have objectives which go beyond increasing
income earning capacity. The AdUlt Basic
Education program for example, in providing
literacy tJ,;aining enables the graduates to be
more effective members of society. While
these other objectives may not have been
paramount in the eyes of the legislators who
enacted the program and annually prOVide
it funds-there may be more important outcomes of the program than they had in mind.
In any case objectives are frequently mUltiple
and appropriate criteria for measuring attainment of these objectives different, nonaddable, and non-measurable. There is nothing to do about this except to recognize it
and to surface and illuminate as well as possible the mUltiple benefits (and indeed costs)
of programs.
Efficiency Versus Equity. Virtually all pUblic programs have a redistributional character-they benefit some people more than
others. The problem of choice among most
alternative social programs is not therefore
resolved by determining which programs are
most efficient. The question of who benefits
is absolutely central. It is vital information
for a decision-maker concerned with social
programs. Unless alternative programs generally affect the same individuals or at least
the same relevant group in the popUlation,
efficiency considerations must be at least
tempered or sometimes overshadowed by the
distributional implications of aiternative programs. Let me illustrate this point. The vocational rehabilitation program is directed to
people with palpable physical and mental
handicaps; the work-experience and training
program is directed to those who are unable
to make it for some other reason, generally
a different group. If one were to be gUided
by efficiency criteria (benefit/cost ratios) exclusively the more "productive" vocational
rehabilitation (VR) program would grow
while the work-experience program would
shrink." The socially handicapped would not
get to first base While the physically handicapped were scoring run after run.
Indeed, it is distributional problems which
give birth to programs aimed at their amelioration. Therefore, though it is "untidy," both
equity and efficiency criteria must be brought
to those who decide among social programs.
In the light of these limitations it should
be clear that the benefit/cost ratios calculated for these programs were not used as the
definitive basis for determining program
growth. They were an element of consideration. They tended to tip the scale in favor
of the programs which appeared and had
continued prospect of operating efficiently.
Another outcome of this study, unexpected,
was the recognition of the wide range of results within a program. It led to a new emphasis on program improvement for it appeared clear that large gains in efficiency were
possible by upgrading the poorest programs.
4In a country with rapidly grOWing GNP
there Is a persuasive case fer using unmereilessly some positive discount rate for Investment programs. An observer who feels
this way phrases the problem: How much
should we beggar ourselves for our rich heirs?
"Eventually of course, as the VR program
Increased Its relative advantage would decrease and disappear and It would be efficient
to add to the work-experience and training
program.
cxnr--2205'--Part 26

Disease control analysis

An example of an analytical study somewhat less SUbject to the problems of commensurability and other of the limitations
which surrounded the Human Investment
stUdy addressed the question, "how to allocate federal dollars among disease threats?"
My Department supports a number of grantIn-aid programs designed to detect and treat
Individuals afflicted with certaln diseases:
heart disease, cancer, syphilis, tuberCUlosis,
kidney disease, alcoholism and several
others. The question addressed in the Disease
Control stUdy was: "how should a given
amount of funds be allocated among these
programs?"
The analysis of disease control programs
rested on the following decisions: (1) the
choice of diseases to be considered was restricted to programs In which it was possible
to estimate with reasonable confidence the
Impact of expenditures on outcome. Put another way, we confined the analysis to those
programs In which medical knowledge exists
for a considerable measure of disease control. Alcoholism, heart disease and several
other disease programs were not InclUded In
the analysis based on this ground rule. Because we have programs designed to reduce
the Incidence and severity of motor vehicle
accidents (these are the 4th largest killer In
the United States), and for our purpose
these accidents are the same as a disease,
we Included motor vehicle programs In our
analysis; (2) only detection, control and
treatment programs were considered. Research programs In which It generally Is not
possible to estimate the impact of expenditures on results remained outside the stUdy.
Five disease areas were included in the
analysis: injury from motor vehicle accidents, cancer, arthritis, syphilis, and tuberculosis. For each disease category, alternative methods for control were evaluated in
terms of the number of lives saved, the program cost per life saved, and estimated economic saVings related to the programs. Two
principal criteria were used to rank the programs within each disease category as well
as among different disease categories
analyzed:
(1) Cost per death averted-an average of
program costs over the next five years divided
by the deaths averted due to the program;
(2) The benefit/cost ratio which was used
to provide some commensurable basis among
diseases which kill versus those which cause
disability. The benefit/cost ratio Is the relationship between the amount of dollars In-

vested in reducing morbidity and mortality
and the "savings" of dollars which would
have been spent· on medical care cost Including doctors' fees, hospital services. drugs
and the Indirect savings such as the earnings
saved because the patient did not die or was
not incapacitated due to illness· or injury.
Average lifetime earnings for different age
groups were related to the age at which death
occurs and a calculation of· the present value
of lost lifetime earnings.
There were obvious limitations upon the
use of these two criteria in comparing disease
control programs. For the purposes of estimating benefits among diseases, it was recognized that economic loss or even death do
not completely reflect the damage and harm
caused by disease. At the time of the study
we had no way to measure the relative Impact of pain or the hardship caused by disease. Moreover, the assessment of progrmfi
benefits did not Include such Indirect benefits as the development of new medical techniques or the training of additional personnel. Estimates of program costs were limIted to those directly linked to federal Involvement in disease control. Finally, partiCUlarly In the case of the motor vehicle
programs, estimates of effectiveness are SUbject to great uncertainty.
Bearing In mind these limitations, let me
describe briefly one of the individual analyses: cancer control and prevention. Four different cancer programs for early detection
and treatment were studied In terms of their
relative effectiveness at two different levels
of funding: uterine-cervix; breast; head and
neck; and colon-rectum. The federally-supported lung cancer program, which is primarily a prevention program was also studIed. CalCUlations of benefit/cost ratios and
cost per death averted for each program
·showed that uterine-cervix and breast cancer
control programs yield relatively greater returns In terms of dollars Invested and have
the lowest cost per death averted. It was fairly clear from the analysis that before programs for head and neck and colon-rectum
cancer control are accelerated, technology for
detection of these cancers should be further
developed.
A similar analysis was performed for each
of the other four diseases. Because the separate analyses made use of commensurable
criteria, It was possible to make comparisons
of the effects Of additional allocations among
different disease control programs and to
suggest a priority ranking for the use of new
funds. The outcome of the analysis is shown
in Table 1.

TABLE I.-BENEFIT COST DATA, SELECTED DISEASE CONTROL PROGRAMS I

Progr.m

~:~ir~r~;~~~ices~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pedestri.n injury_____________________________
Motorcyclist helmets.____________ .. ____________
,--- --drlnklng_____________
:rlhritis
,--,-- -------------------- --educe driver
. __________

rlt~~i~~-.-rV;x caneer::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~:s~~~~~'ir~~=::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~!~E~~~~:~ig~i~~~~::====================:
Colon-rectum cancer__________________________

1968-72 HEW
cosls 2

1968-72 HEW

(millions)

and other
direct costs'
(millions)

1968-72 s.vings, direct
and indirect'
(millions)

Benefit ratio
cost I

Program cost
per de.th
averted

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

$2. a
.6
l.l
7.4
35. a
28.5
2179.3
118.7
247. a
22. 5
130.0
6.1
7_8
7.3

$2,728
681
153
413
1,489
613
2,993
1,071
268
101
573
23
9
4

1,351. 4
1,117.1
144.3
55.6
42.5
21. 5
16.7
9.0
5.7
4.5
4.4
3.8
1.1
.5

$87
103
666
3,300

$2.2
.7
l.l
8.0
37.6
31. I
55.0
73.7
47.0
17.7
130. a
6.6
8.1
7.7

(.)

5,800
22,300
3,500
6,400
7,700
22,800
13,800
29,100
42, 900

I Numbers have been rounded to a single decimal point from 3 decimal points; therefore ratio may not be exact result of dividing
col. 2 Into col. 3 as they appe.r here.
2 Not discounted..
, Discounted.
• Not avail.ble.
Note: Funding shown used as basis for .n.'ysis, not necessarily funding 10 be supported by .dministralion.
Motor vehicle accident and injury preven- at very modest investment, The priority rank-

tlon programs were shown to have the hlghest potential for reducing deaths and injuries

ing for- the use of addltlonaf alloca.tlons
among the' other progra.rns- recommended
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support for arthritis, uterine-cervix cancer
control, lung cancer prevention, breast cancer, syphilis and tuberculosis control. After
providing support for these programs the
stUdy recommended further expansion of
uterine-cervix cancer, syphilis eradication
and tuberculosis control programs.
VU. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

An important reform is under way in the
United States. It's a reform designed to improve the efficiency with which public resources devoted to public purposes are used.
Its sharpest point of focus at this time is
the Executive Branch of the Federal Government. It's a young reform and really too
early to report on confidently, but It's a
promising one and therefore well worth discussing. It is a framework for piannlng-a
way of organizing information and anaiysis
systematically so that the consequences of
particular choices can be seen as clearly as
possible. It has the unbearabiy lengthy title
of Planning-Programming-Budgeting System. Its emergent features are:
1. Open, explicit, and dellberate attention
to the ends of governmental action;
2. A comprehensive display of information
about the functioning of actual government
programs so that it is possible to see easily
what portion of Federal resources Is being
allocated to particular purposes, what is
being accomplished by the programs, and
how much they cost;
3. Systematic comparisons of the costs and
benefits of the alternative ways to attain the
ends of government action; and
4. A forward-looking though highly tentative plan to serve as the backdrop for annual
bUdgetary decision.
These four activities are interrelated and
build on each other.
When priorities among social ends are
known, PPB can be expected to lead to improved choice among programs toward those
ends; when priorities are not known, the
system wlll help in their formulation because
of: (1) its demand for expllcit choices; and
(2) the improved information about the
consequences of public programs.
Systematic analyses of alternatives are
most effective within broad areas of social
action rather than among them. The contribution of quantitative studies tends to be
directly proportional to the narrowness and
the uniqueness of the objective: the narrower the Objective, the more relevant the
analysis; the more diffuse the Objective, the
less helpful.
There are many obstacles to a more effective contribution of analysis. Foremost
among them are:
(1) A number of perplexing unresolved
conceptual problems involving: how to compare benefits over time and intergenerationally; how to contend more adequately
with efficiency versus equity considerations;
and how to measure important benefits and
costs which have resisted quantification;
(2) Information on the outcome of existing programs and Improved bases for gauging
the effectiveness of new programs;
(3) and (no matter how short such a list)
a shortage of talented analysts.
No reform worth Its salt Is without critics
and PPB is no exception. Unfortunately, the
quality of the controversy suffers because
most of the critics are stlll commenting on
the Writings of some of the early zealots of
the system rather than on the process which
is emerging. In a recent article on PPB in
the Public Interest Magazine, Elizabeth Drew
aptly states "as interesting as watching what
happens to Government when confronted
with the Government." And what is happening is that PPB is finding a place for itself
not in an obscure isolated pianning office and
not yet in the scholarly llterature but rather
where the action is-Where decisions are
made. Once there, practitioners are finding
decisions they can help improve now and
decisions they may be able to illuminate
later. They are also finding many choices in
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which the contribution of analysis and infOrInstion Is not great. The wise ones are
spending their time and talent on the former.
In the end, if the reform succeeds, it will
not displace traditional political processes,
but help them function more effectively. It
can do this by, first, focusing the attention
of the political leaders of the country on the
choices before them; second, by clarifying
the implications of alternative courses of action; t,hird, by improving the quality of the
debate among those with diverse views about
this or that end or this or that program; and,
finally, by further ventilating the basis of
the choices made among ends and among
programs,

must not be undervalued in the jobseekers who possess it. I commend the Dallas
Times Herald and writer Bill Murchison
for their concern for the worker over 45,
whose plight has become worsened every
year by the growing emphasis on youth
in and out of industry. It is time to end
discrimination because of age, and to
increase the productivity of members of
our society. The Senate has taken a great
step toward this goal by passing S. 830,
my bill to end job discrimination because
of age. This is a first ray of hope for older
workers, and it must not now be extinguished, recondemning them to the dark
THE UNITED STATES STILL HAS prospects of unemployment.
Mr. President, I acSk unanimous conBELATED OPPORTUNITY OF APPROVING CONVENTI0NS OF ms- sent that the article, entitled "Sorry,
You're Too Old for Us," be printed in
TORIC MAGNITUDE
the RECORD.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, in the
There being no objection, the article
last few years, our country has made was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
great strides domestically in the struggle as follows:
for human equality and dignity. Indeed,
SORRY, YOU'RE Too OLD FOR US
the world has focused its attention· on
(By Bill Murchison)
our efforts.
John Doe, a 52-year-oid unemployed acI feel that our successes at home have
applied for a job with a leading
clearly strengthened our capability to ex- countant,
Dallas insurance company.
ercise even greater influence in the
"Sorry," he was told. "You're too old for
worldwide struggle for human rights.
us."
We have been busy building a more
Joe Smith, 58, whose oll company had left
just society in our country and working him high and dry after a merger, offered
hard at eliminating the last vestiges of another firm his services as a petroleum
discrimination from our laws. But, there engineer.
"We'd like to take you," was the answer.
is much to be accomplished yet in achievwe're just not hiring men of your age."
ing these same goals for man everywhere. "but
Forty-seven-year-old Jane Brown applied
It is shameful to note that the United for a position as a corporate legal secreStates-the leader of the free nations- tary-the same job she had held before her
is not among the countries on record en- employer died.
dorsing the Human Rights Conventions
The reply: "We'd like to hire you. It's just
to uphold the dignity of man.
that we can't use anyone who's much above
It was only a month ago that the Sen- 40."
The names are fictitious, but the inciate gave approval to the Slavery Conare real: they happen regUlarly to a
vention. We now have the opportunity, dents
large number of the 27 mlllion persons bebelated as it is, of giving full ratification tween 45 and 65 in the U,S. labor force.
to the remaining conventions on Forced
To almost anyone, seeking employment
Labor, Freedom·of Association, Genocide, can be a discouraging chore. But to a perand the Political Rights of Women.
son 45 or older-with a family, probably;
As I lise each day in the Senate to with debts, almost certainly-it can be
seek ratification of these treaties, I think nothing less than frightening.
It may be that such an applicant is wellof the words of a man who so ably repand still fairly young, and that he
resented us in the United Nations-Ad- qualified
slip back into harness with little ado.
lai E. Stevenson. Ambassador Stevenson could
Yet discrimination against the older
expressed his hope for a world "in which worker remains a fact of life. And this defundamental issues of human rights spite a thaw in empioyer attitudes toward
which have been hidden in closets dow~ the middle-aged, despite a full-steam ahead
the long corridor of history, are out in economy and an increasing awareness of
the open and high on the agenda of the problem on the part of government.
In a comprehensive 1965 study, the Labor
human affairs."
NATION'S CONCERN INCREASING
OVER PLIGHT OF OLDER WORKERS
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
on Sunday, November 19, the Dallas
Times Herald, in an article written by
staff writer Bill Murchison, expressed
great concern for the plight of the older
unemployed. The article gave a clear and
complete picture of the situation which
the older worker has to deal with-the
prospectS of lower pay, lower skill levels
and lowered pride in his work. Although
he has worked upward all of his life, now,
due usually only to circumstances, all
of his gains are lost, and he faces neither
the security nor the comfortable income
in his job toward which he has worked
all of his life.
In our youth-geared society, we must
not fail to recognize the value of experience and maturity. And this quality

Department found that during the previous
year, job-seekers over 45 years old accounted for 27 per cent of the unemployed.
Only 8.6 per cent of new workers hired by
companies surveyed were over 45-less than
one-third this age group's proportion among
the jobless.
Public employment offices queried said
older workers constituted about 30 per cent
of all applicants registered for employment.
None of this, the study conclUded, means
"that so-called older workers cannot get jobs
or cannot get go~ jobs.
"But it does mean that their job search
may be long and hard, for they will be given
no consideration for employment in some
establishments. For many, it also means that
their choices narrow; that they must accept
reduced wages-in some cases, for the same
kind of work and in others, for work at lower
skills,"
What this means, in human terms, is distress-even SUffering.
For when unemployment comes to a man
in his 40s or 50s, it often finds him with children already in college or about to enroll.

